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Samenvatting

Een van de doelstellingen van het anesthesie diepte project in de vakgroep Medische

Elektrotechniek (EME) van de faculteit Elektrotechniek van de Technische Universiteit

Eindhoven is het ontwerpen van een on-line Anesthesie Diepte Monitor (ADM).

Er zijn sterke aanwijzingen dat de ligging en amplitude van bepaalde pieken In het
Auditory Evoked Potential (AEP) correleren met de anesthesie diepte. In dit project wordt

geprobeerd om met behulp van patroonherkenning uitgevoerd door een kunstmatig neuraal
netwerk (ANN) de ligging van deze pieken te extraheren.

Omdat AEPs onderling qua vorm veel van elkaar kunnen verschillen, moet een reeds

ingetrainde ANN in staat zijn nieuwe afwijkende AEPs bij te leren. Het bijleren van

nieuwe informatie in een ingetraind ANN wordt aangeduid met de term incremental
learning (IL). Er was al een zogenaamd Kohonen ANN geïmplementeerd waarmee

patroonherkenning bij AEPs kon worden uitgevoerd. Een Kohonen ANN heeft echter
geen IL capaciteit.

In dit rapport wordt verslag gedaan over een onderzoek naar een variant op de Kohonen

ANN, de Growing Cell Structures (GCS), dat wel tot IL in staat is. GCS is bovendien

sneller dan een Kohonen ANN en kan automatisch clusters in de zogenaamde feature map

vinden.

Hoewel GCS zeer gemakkelijk met IL-capaciteit kan worden uitgebreid, is deze mogelijk

heid nog niet geïmplementeerd. Er is namelijk voor gekozen eerst de eigenschappen van

het 'kale' GCS ANN te onderzoeken. Hiertoe is onder andere een toyproblem geïmple
menteerd naar een voorbeeld uit de literatuur.

Uit simulaties met zowel dit toyproblem als met AEPs komt de GCS ANN als een zeer

robuust en makkelijk manipuleerbaar ANN naar voren. Tevens is het vermoeden gerezen

dat de (scorings)prestaties van het ANN kunnen worden verbeterd door het vergroten van

het aantal neuronen zonder dat dit veel extra trainingstijd hoeft te kosten.
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Summary

One of the aims of the anaesthetic depth research at the division of Medical Electrical

Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology is the development of an
automatic processing system for an on-Hne Anaesthetic Depth Monitor (ADM).

There are strong indications that certain characteristics of peaks in the Auditory Evoked
Potential (AEP) correlate with anaesthetic depth. In this project an attemption is made to

extract such characteristics of peaks from an AEP by applying pattern recognition techni

ques with the use of Artijicial Neural Networks (ANN).

The differences between shapes of AEPs can be considerately. Therefore, an ANN
trained with an arbitrary set of AEPs must be able to learn new unfamiliar AEPs. The

ability for an ANN to adapt to new information is called Incremental Leaming (IL).

Already a Kohonen ANN was implemented to handle the pattern recognition problem.

However, a Kohonen ANN is incapable of IL.

This thesis discusses the examination of a variant of the Kohonen ANN, the Growing Cell

Structures (GCS), that is capable of IL. Additionally GCS learns faster and is able to

detect clusters in its so called feature map.

For priority reasons it is chosen to investigate first the main properties of the GCS ANN
instead of immediately implementing IL capability. As part of this research a toy

problem, described in literature, was applied to the GCS ANN. From simulations with the

toy problem and AEPs, GCS turns out to be a robust and easy manipulatable ANN. Also
the trend can be detected that when the number of cens in the feature map is increased

the performance of the network raises also.
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1 Introduction

At the Division of Medica! Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of

Technology research is being done to develop an anaesthetic depth monitor (ADM). A

signal that is used in such a monitor is the Audit01Y Evoked Potential (AEP).

The AEP is a signal measured as a result of the processing of an auditory stimulus by the

Central Nervous System (CNS). Certain characteristic peak locations and amplitudes from
AEPs seem to correlate with anaesthetic depth [Cluitmans, 1990; Thornton, 1989]. The

ADM should be capable of extracting these characteristic peaks from AEPs (now this is

done by visual inspection). So, by measuring and processing AEPs l at patients under

going an operation, an ADM can automate the control of anaesthetics applied, which in

fact is the ultimate goal of the whole research.

A part of the research focuses on how to extract the characteristic components from the

AEP. From now on this problem will be referred to as the AEP Problem.

A possible solution to the AEP problem uses pattern recognition techniques with Artificial
Neural Nefworks (ANNs). However, AEPs of different measurement sessions vary so

much that an ANN well trained2 with a certain set of patterns can perform badly with

another set. Therefore an ANN trained with an available (non representative) trainingset

must be able to extract information from unfamiliar AEPs yet to be measured. The ability
of an ANN to include such new information is also known as Incremental Learning (IL).

The so called Kohonen ANN [Kohonen, 1982] was found to be a potential candidate to

handle the AEP problem [van Gils, 1992; 1993A; 1993B]. However, the Kohonen ANN

in its original implementation is not able to perform IL.

In this report a variant of the Kohonen ANN, capable of performing IL, is described.

This ANN, called Growing Cel! Sfrucfures (GCS), was developed by Fritzke [Fritzke
1991A; 1991B; 1992; 1993A; 1993B].

In chapter 2 the basics of AEPs will be explained. The parts in which the AEP is divided

will be given and some AEPs are shown as an example. In chapter 3 some related

studies preceding this one will be described to enlighten the context. Also a general

Also the EEG, bloodpressure, temperalUre and hea'1rate are monitored to get a estimation of the anesthetic depth.

2
In this context an ANN that is trained is able to categorize AEPs according to the location of cerlain characteristics of peaks.
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introduction to ANNs is presented. The ANN from which GCS is derived, the Kohonen

ANN, will be described in chapter 4. Also IL and the way in which it can be

implemented will be discussed here. In chapter 5 the ins and outs of GCS are explained

and a toy problem ,implemented during this research, is examined. In chapter 6 the

results of simulations done with a GCS will be presented. Finally in chapter 7

conclusions, remarks and recommendations are made.
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2 The Auditory Evoked Potential

An Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a signal measured at the skull caused by electrical

activities of the outer cortex. An EEG measured under 'normal' circumstances is called

the spontaneous or background EEG. If an auditive stimulus (e.g. a sound click) is

applied to the ear an extra activity occurs in the EEG recorded directly after such a

stimulus presentation. This extra EEG activity is called the Auditory Evoked Potential

(AEP). The amplitudes of the AEPs are very small compared to the amplitudes of spon

taneous EEG. Therefore many (e.g. 1000 or more) stimuli are applied and the resulting

AEPs, superimposed with spontaneous activity, are averaged. The background EEG is
however not correlated to the stimulus presentation. Therefore most of the background

EEG is averaged out and the AEP is elicited from it.

The AEP can be split into three parts, the Brainstem AEP (BAEP), the Middle Latency

Evoked Potential (MLEP) and the Long Latency Evoked Potential (LLEP). This partition

is made according to the location in the Central Nervous System (CNS) where the AEP

part is generated c.q. to the time past since the stimulus was applied:

The brainstem part (BAEP) ranges from 0 to 10 ms after the stimulus presentation.

The BAEP contains the most higher frequency components of the signal. In the

BAEP seven characteristic positive peaks are denoted numbered from I to VII.

The middle latency part (MLEP) ranges from 10 to 60 ms. In this part six charac

teristic peaks are denoted, named NO, PO, Na, Pa, Nb and Pb.

The long latency part (LLEP) ranges from 60 to 90 ms. This part contains charac

teristic peaks NI, P2.

In [Schiemanck, 1992] a very comprehensible overview is given of research done on the

relation between anaesthetics and the latencies and amplitudes of characteristic peaks in an

AEP. The outcome of this overview is that speciaUy the latencies and amplitudes of peaks

Pa and Nb correlate weU with anaesthetic depth.

In figure 2.1 a synthetic example of an AEP complete with scored peaks is shown. The

scores of characteristic peaks of real AEPs is done by experts who examine the signals

visuaUy. How diverse AEPs can be in practice, is shown in figure 2.2. While figure 2.2

a) and b) are rather standard AEPs, c) is an AEP superimposed with high frequency

noise, and d) is an example where nothing more then a 50Hz hum is measured. 'AEPs' of
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the latter kind should be left out the averaging process of the set of measured AEPs
because erroneous results can be obtained otherwise.
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Figure 2.1, Example of a synfhetic Auditory Evoked POfential.
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Figure 2.2, Four examples of real Auditory Evoked Potentials. a) and b) standard

AEPs. c) AEP superimposed Wifh noise, d) 50 Hz hum.
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3 Neural Networks and the AEP problem

In this section the research at EME on ANNs in relation with the AEP problem will be

discussed. Also a brief introduction to ANNs is given.

The initiator of the anaesthetic depth research was P. Cluitmans [Cluitmans, 1990]. The

goal of his research was to develop an easy to use and trustful method for monitoring

anaesthetic depth. This resulted in a new measurement method for obtaining an AEP that

is much faster compared with conventional methods.

Till this day characteristics of peaks of AEPs have been scored manually by human

experts. They do this by using some kind of patrern recognition (PR). The PR that human

experts employ is based on experience and not on explicit rules [Boston, 1989]. Such a

kind of PR is sometimes mastered by Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).

3.1 ANNs in general

ANNs can be characterized most adequately as 'computational modeis' with particular

properties such as the ability to adapt or leam, to generalise, or to cluster or organise

data, whose operation is based on parallel processing [Kröse, 1993].

An ANN consists out of a set of processing units, nodes or celis which communicate

which each other by sending signals over a large number of weighted connections. Three

types of nodes can be distinguished:

input nodes : nodes which receive data from outside the system,

output nodes : nodes which send data out of the system,

hidden nodes : nodes whose input and output data remain within the system itself.

The following main distinction can be made for the pattem of connections between the

units and the propagation of data:

Feed-forward networks: The data flow from input to output units is strictly feedfor

ward. Thereby the flow can extend over multiple (layers ot)

units but DO feedback connections'3 are present.

Recurrent networks: These kind of networks caD contain feedback connections.

3
Feedback conncclions are conneelions extending from outputs of units to inputs of units in \he same or prcvious laycrs.
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An ANN has to be configured in such a way that the application of an input set produces

the desired set of outputs. Configuring an ANN is also called training or learning.

Learning can be categorized in four distinct sorts:

Supervised Learning or Associative Learning: The network IS trained by

providing it with input and corresponding output data.

Unsupervised Learning or Self-Organising: The network trains its (output)

nodes to respond to clusters of data within the provided input. Unlike

supervised learning there is no a priori knowledge available on how to

achieve such a categorization.

Reinjorcement Learning: A set of data cons\stIng out of representative

examples is not always available. Often the only information is a signal

which is given when a desired goal has been reached (reward) or when the

system fails (punishment). An ANN that is trained with such a signal learns

by reinforcement.

Incremenlal Learning (IL): For some ANN-applications, after traInIng,

novel information not part of the training data may be presented to the

network. An ANN that is able to detect this information as being novel and

to adapt to it has incremental learning capability. Only an ANN that learns

unsupervised can, without external directions, detect novel information and

organise itself to adapt to this information.

The first attempt to make ANNs applicable for recognizing characteristics of peaks in

AEPs was performed by J. Habraken [Habraken, 1991, 1993]. He developed the so

called Funnelnel. During his research it seemed that input patterns should be clustered

into groups of patterns that are alike because classification within one such group is more

simpIe. Such clustering should then be done automatically by an ART network or a self

organizing map. Due to these insights this research was split in three parts. One part

focused on the Funnelnet. The second part explored the application of self-organizing

ART networks. While the thirth part explored the self-organizing Kohonen ANN. These

three parts of research will be described now in the above mentioned order.
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3.2 The Funnelnetwork

The working principle of the Funnelnetwork is demonstrated in figure 3.1. The horizon

tally orientated rectangles represent the samples of an AEP. The blocks with the text
ANN in them are artificial neural networks. The Funnelnet is a network built out of
multiple cascaded ANNs which leam by supervision. The Funnelnet tries to locate the so

called target sample in the AEP pattem which coincides with the 1atency of some peak.
The first ANN trims away part of the AEP presented to it and lets through the other part

containing the presumed target sample to the next ANN. The second ANN repeats this

"trim and pass" strategy and so forth. This way the last ANN presents the presumed
target sample indicating the latency of a peak. All the ANNs in the Funnelnet have to
make one simple decision: is the target sample in the upper or lower part in the set of

samples presented to them. In other words: the Funnelnetwork tackles the recognizing

problem by splitting it into less complex subproblems.

ANN

r-I--'11 ANN
I I

11II11II11 = TargetSarnple

Figure 3.1, Principle of the operation of the Funnelnetwork proposed by Habraken

Habraken's research focused on the brainstem part of the AEP (BAEP). To test the
Funnelnet he used synthetic AEPs and AEPs measured from humans. Habraken reached

excellent results with the recognition of the latency of peak V in the BAEP.

L. Schiemanck [Schiemanek, 1991] continued with the development of the Funnelnet
work created by Habraken. Schiemanck focused on the middle latency evoked potential

(MLEP) instead of the BAEP. Because the MLEP contains considerately more samples

than the BAEP (e.g. 300 against 50 samples) the basic Funnelnetwork developed by

Habraken needed too much leaming time and computer memory.

Therefore he proposed to compress the MLEP with the so-called discrete eosine transform

and to present this to a Funnelnetwork. The outcome of this Funnelnetwork, a window of

the AEP, is not as accurate as demanded because the Funnelnet handles a compressed
pattem. To get yet an accurate result this window is presented to a second funnelnetwork

that estimates the target sample. Schiemanck named the original Funnelnetwork together
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with the extra Funnelnet the extended Funnelnetwork. He applied only synthetic AEPs to

the extended Funnelnetwork and got some promising results.

L. Molendijk [Molendijk, 1993] worked on the extended Funnelnetwork but instead of

presenting synthetic AEPs to it, he used AEPs as measured from cats. To enhance the

performance of the network he preprocessed the AEP patterns by filtering them with a

10wpass filter. Furthermore he postprocessed the found latency by submitting the

estimated peak to a peak-detection algorithm. The original Funnelnet scored 87% of the

latencies of peak Pa within 2 ms. Of both enhancing methods the topdetection method

proved to be the best and when applied the performance was increased to a scoring of

96%.

In 1994 B. van Hulst [Hulst, 1994] investigated the extended Funnelnet by presenting it

AEPs of humans. He got a maximal scoring of 70% of estimated latencies of peak Pa

within 2 ms. He concluded that the Funnelnet as a whole is unsuitable for recognizing

MLEP patterns majorly due to the fact that the network is just too hard to tune for

recognizing the highly capricious real AEP patterns.

3.3 The Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) ANN

The Adaptive Resonance Theory ANN is developed by Grossberg and Carpenter

[Grossberg, 1988; 1989]. The developers tried to model the structure of the brain in an

ANN. To achieve this goal the internal structure of the ART ANN is based on a Long

Term Memory (LTM) and Short Term Memory (STM) which interact with each other,

just as in the real brain. The ANN furthermore does its learning unsupervised.

In figure 3.2 the structure of an ART ANN variant, the ART-2, is presented. The input

pattern 1 is applied to the Fl-layer, representing the STM. There it undergoes a process

of iterations of weighted summations, non-linear filtering and normalizations. The result

of this process ,vector PJ, is presented to the STM output layer F2 after being distributed

by the LTM. Here a potential corresponding prototype is chosen. This prototype is

calculated back through the LTM to the Fl-layer. Here the prototype and the input

pattern 1 are compared. When they differ more than a predefined vigilance factor r the

previous selected prototype is inhibited due to a RESET and the whole process restarts.

Just as soon as a prototype is found that fulfils the vigilance test, the inputpattern 1 is

appointed to it and the corresponding weights in the LTM are adjusted. If there can't be

found any prototype satisfying the vigilance test a new prototype is created similar to the

input pattern.
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ORIENTING
SUBSYSTEM

In 1992 L. Freriks [Freriks, 1992] explored the clustering behaviour of the ART-2

network in relation with BAEP. Freriks used synthetic BAEPs like the ones used by

Habraken to test his network. The component that interested him was the latency of peak

V. Freriks conc1uded that ART-2 classifies patterns to the sa,me prototype that have

latencies of the absolute maxima that are similar. Therefore it was desirable to preprocess

the patterns in such a way that peak V is the global maximum with high probability. He

stated that it is hence questionable to use an ART-2 network above a network that is

simply developed to detect maxima in patterns (like the funnelnetwork). He advised to

leave the thought of applying ART-2 for the AEP problem when simulation with noisy

AEP patterns would give bad results.

R ffif~ ~~F2-LAYER
Buf~LTM

~__~CI
+Pl till
~~c===~ FI-LAYER

·~tll1 +~

--------.------~C~I
Wl Xl

Figure 3.2, Architecture of the ART-2 network

R. Van der Made [Made, 1993] attempted to use the ART-2 network for a totally

different application. He tried to classify blood pressure curves by using an ART-2

network. Another part of his task was to gain insight into the operation of an ART-2

network which was of course also interesting for our research. He concluded that the

exact working of the ART-2 ANN is obscured because the operation of the network is

hidden behind 11 parameters of which some are hard to interpret.

R. Sijben [Sijben, 1994] continued with the work of Freriks using the parameter settings

advised by van der Made. To the network he presented AEPs measured from humans.

Sijben got unsatisfactory results. He found, just as van der Made, the inner workings of

the ART-ANN hard to interpret and therefore concluded that ART-2 is not suitable for

solving the AEP recognition problem.
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3.4 The Kohonen ANN

van Gils [Gi1s, 1992; 1993A; 1993B] uti1ized the Kohonen ANN with a local maximum

post-processing algorithm. This algorithm calculated the maximum in the neighbourhood

of the latency estimated by the ANN. He concentrated on the recognition of peak Pa. The

network is capable to determine the latency of peak Pa in 74% of the cases within 2 ms

of the desired latency. The Kohonen ANN will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 3.3 shows a graphical overview of the research performed till now.

Cluitmans, 1990

.... -----------

Habraken, 1991, 1993'
Funnelnet, synthetic/humans, BAEP

Schiemane!.:. 1992
extended Funnelnet, synthetic, MLP

-------,[
~Olendijk, 1993 ~
extended Funnelnet,~~

,-------J"-------_---------,

Freriks, 1992
ART, synthetic, BAEP

[! de< Mado. 1993'
ART2

Sijben, 1993
ART2, synthetic, Peak Pa

van Gils, 1992
Kohonen, eats, Peak V

van Gils, 1993A
Kohonen, eats, peak IV,V

van Gils, 1993B
Kohonen, humans, Peak Pa

van Hulst, 1994
extended Funnelnet, humans, Peak Pa

I Name, Year
1)!pe ofANN, origin ofAEPs, AEP interest (part/peak),

I
I Ofrus thesis from 1991 an article was published in1993

I 2 Only rus investigation of network parameters was interesting for us.

Figure 3.3, Overview of research done in the past at EME.
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4 Kohonen Network

When studying the AEP problem a lot of primary input data has to be dealt with. In the

past some researchers [Habraken, 1991; Schiemanck, 1992] recommended that to solve
the AEP problem with ANNs at first the primary data should be classified into represen

tative clusters or subsets, with each containing input data with similar properties.

There is however still no clarity according to exactly what property the input data should

be classified. The ANN discussed in this section, the Kohonen ANN, is a self-organizing
network which can classify input data according to information within the input data

itself.

In the following the Kohonen ANN will be discussed. At the end of this section it will be

made clear that the Kohonen ANN misses however one important property needed for this

research: Incremental Learning (IL).

4.1 Network architecture

A Kohonen ANN is capable of performing a mapping from a high dimensional input data

space V to a lower dimensional structure or feature map S. The feature map consists of a

network of N cells also called units or nodes. Each cell ci (i ES) has got a reference vector
or prototype wi attached to it with the same order as the input space. Each cell is con

nected to numerous other cells. The connections between these cells stand for topological
neighbourhood relations.

In the used nomenclature n is the dimensionality of the input space V and the dimen

sionality of the feature map S is k. Parameter n is determined by the problem while k can

be chosen freely. An often used value for this research is k=2 so the feature map

contains a 2-dimensional network of cells. A mapping <t>w from V to Scan be defined as

(1)

Thereby x denotes an input data or pattern that can be expressed as X=[~l '~2 ''''~n ]T.

Reference vector wj is defined by Wi=[J.Li,ll J.Li,21 ••• I J.Li,nf withJ.Li,ll J.Li,21 ••• I J.Li,n

as the so called input weights (see figure 4.1).
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x

Figure 4.1, A Kohonen nenvork model

4.2 Network dynamics

Before training takes place the reference vectors of the cells in the feature map S are

initialized randomly. During training the successive adaptations of the reference vectors

can be described in four steps:

0) Choose an input pattern x E Vand present it to the ANN.

1) Determine the best-matching unit (bmu) for the current input pattern.

2) Increase matching at the bmu and its topological neighbours by adapting

their reference vectors towards the current input pattern.

3) Repeat step 0 to 2 until a predetermined number of input patterns is

presented to the ANN.

ad 0) Usually the input patterns are presented to the ANN in a fixed randomly ordered

sequence.

ad 1) For each cell ci a discriminant function f> i is calculated with iE S. Then a

competition mechanism is operated to single out the unit with the smallest f>. The index

of the cell to which the chosen f> belongs is the bmu.
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Two combinations of a discriminant function and a competition mechanism are widely

used:

Combination I:

The discrimination function defined by

Thereby 11. 11 denotes the Euc1idean norm.

The competition mechanism is defined by

Combination U:

The discrimination function defined by

n
ö i = L ~ijÇj=WJx

j=l

With the vectors wJ and x normalized.

The competition mechanism is defined by

Öbmu=max{ö)
i

For the Kohonen ANN applied in this research combination I is used.

23
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input vector

o

original
map

an input vector
is presented

resulting
map

Figure 4.2, Presentation of an input vector and the adaptation of the feature map in
case of a 2-dimensional feature map (the cells in the feature map are

represented by solid circles and the neighbourhood relalions between them
by lines).

ad 2) After the bmu is determined it will be adapted together with its neighbours towards

the current input pattern by application of the following learning rule (see figure 4.2)

(6)

Thereby IX (t) denotes the so called adaplation gain that decreases in time according to

an exponentialor linear time scheme. So IX (t) causes a cooling down effect on the

adaptation of reference vectors. Nodes are marked as neighbours of bmu when they lay in

a neighbourhood N around the bmu. N can have e.g. a circular or rectangular boundary

and decreases during training (see figure 4.3).

NO ------r'~ o:;.--=--.:

Nl------=~'f-->l'/"7"\-"::;

N2 __-=+~~-Y:?,,\,,~~\-BMU

a)
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Figure 4.3, a) circular and b) rectangular neighbourhood around bmu in the feature map.

4.3 Counterpropagation Network

An extra layer, succeeding the feature map, is added to the Kohonen ANN to give the

ability to include some supervised learning and to be able to generate 'real-valued'

outputs (see figure 4.4). This new output layer contains only one node 0 which has

weighted connections À i to every cell ci in the feature map denoting an estimation of the

desired output d associated with the corresponding prototype. The output of node 0 is

always the weight ÀbJllu belonging to the best matching cell bmu. During training ÀbJllu is

updated in step 2 (see section 4.2) according to

(7)

with Ci. gb the learning rate of the output layer.

x

Figure 4.4, Model ofa Counterpropagation Nenvork

4.4 IncrementaI Learning

When a pattern is presented to the Kohonen ANN that has properties that were not

present in the training set the pattern is simply mapped to a prototype that matches the

new pattern most closely. It is however desired that novel patterns are recognized as such

and consequently incorporated in the feature map. Otherwise the features of the novel

pattern and the closest matching prototype will probably not match adequately. The

detection and incorporation of novel data is called /ncrel17enral Learning (IL).
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The original Kohonen ANN has the following limitations in relation to IL:

- No new patterns can be learned without altering the already learned information

because the feature map structure is fixed and the number of cells in it is predeter

mined.
- Clusters of prototypes can not be automatically detected by the network.

- The learning of new data requires a complete retraining of the Kohonen ANN

with an extended trainingset that includes the new data and perhaps another

predefined topology structure.

According to Roberts [Roberts,1991] the novelty of an input pattern can be detected using

the discriminant function Öi =IIX- wi I1 with iES (see (1) ) which measures the distance

between the input pattern x and the closest matching prototype w; to which x is mapped

via <l>w. By application of some threshold e the input pattern x can be classified as

follows

Öi> e- x is a novel pattern.

Öi ~ e- x contains features already encoded in the feature map.

Then the main problem is to find a suitable threshold. With this method a novel pattern

can be detected in reference to a set of prototypes of a trained feature map.

Incorporating novel data in a Kohonen ANN can be accomplished using one of two

methods:

A) Adapting the mapping <l>w: V>-+S whilst preserving the dimensionality and

structure of the feature map.

B) Allowing the feature map to alter its number of cells in order to accommodate

the new information. This can be done by allowing extra cells or altering the

neighbourhood relations between cells.

ad A) Method A has the clear disadvantage that incorporation of novel information can

disrupt earlier obtained information.

In literature a typical example was found of an IL capable ANN based on method A

developed by Roberts [Roberts, 1991]. During simulations he discovers that a normal

Kohonen ANN, even at a very late stadium of the training process, is capable of learning

novel information not incorporated in the trainingset. Without disrupting much of the old

information in the feature map. He tries to extend this stadium by controlling the adaption

gain of the learning rule (see (6)) with help of four complex parameters. But still, when

enough information is applied to the ANN there comes a stage where every adaptation to

novel information disrupts at least as much old information. In that case the ANN should

be totally retrained with more cells to learn the extra information without disturbing other

information contained in the feature map.
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Often it is not known how much novel information there is. The implementation of IL

using method A thus has a serious inflexibility because the applied feature map can only

adapt to a certain amount of data. An implementation of IL with method B can overcome

this inflexibility at the expense of extra computation time and memory.

ad B) Method B has not the disadvantage of method A because new information can be

incorporated in the weights of newly added cells and therefore does not disrupt the

original weight set. However, the number of cells is increased and therefore the proces

sing needs more computer memory. Also the computation time needed increases because

of the fact that this is strongly related to the number of cells in an ANN.

A variant of the Kohonen ANN based on method B that was developed explicitly for

implementing IL was not found in literature. However ANNs incorporating flexible

feature maps, a basis for IL according to method B, were found. The networks were

implemented using a variabie topology or a variabie number of cells. While the variabie

amount of cells al10ws IL, a variabie topology permits clustering of prototypes in the

feature map which may become a property that is needed after IL is implemented.

An ANN suitable for this research thus should have both properties. There was found

one ANN that has a very flexible feature map: the neural gas network of Martinetz et al

[Martinetz, 1991]. Another ANN, the Growing Cell Structures GCS developed by Fritzke

[Fritzke, 1991A;1991B;1992;1993A;1993B], has a flexible feature map but also al10ws a

variabie number of cells.

The neural gas ANN is able to handle input spaces which are composed of subsets of

different effective dimensions or are disjunct and highly fractured. It accomplishes this by

using a connectivity matrix C. If the cel1s i and jare neighbours they have a matrix

element Cij that is '1'. If they are not neighbours this element is '0'. Each time input data

is presented to the ANN a connection is made (matrix element set to '1 ') between the cell

that is BMU and the second best matching cello

To each neighbourhood connection i-j an 'age' tij is attached. When the age of an existing

connection i-j exceeds a prespecified lifetime T the matrix element Cij is set to '0'. If the

algorithm tries to establish an already existing connection i-j its lifetime tij is set to zero.

This ANN offers a very flexible topology. The only drawback of the ANN is that the

number of cel1s is fixed.

The GCS ANN has a variabie number of cells and a flexible feature map, although not as

flexible as that of the neural gas ANN. The GCS ANN is chosen to be implemented for

this research for the reason that it was the only Kohonen based ANN that incorporated
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both rnentioned properties. The GCS ANN will be discussed thoroughly In the next

section.
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5 Growing Cell Structures

The Growing cen Structures (GCS), developed by B.Fritzke, is an extension to the

Kohonen ANN. Till now Fritzke has only explored the applicability of the network by

doing experiments with some toy problems [Fritzke, 1991A, 1991B, 1993A] and one more

complicated problem [Fritzke, 1993B]. Already the results of these experiments were very

promising.

For this research also, a toyproblem is used to investigate the properties of GCS. The

results of this investigation will be discussed in section 5.3. Furthermore, just as for the

Kohonen ANN the network architecture and network dynamics will be discussed.

5.1 Network architecture

The GCS network architecture is exactly the same as that of the Kohonen ANN (see

section 4.1) except for two items:

For the Kohonen ANN the number of eens remain constant throughout its

total operating time.

For the GCS ANN the initial structure of the feature map is in general a k
dimensional simplex: Hnes for k= 1, triangles for k=2, tetrahedrons for

k=3 etcetera. During training the number of cells is then increased linear

ly.

The user of a Kohonen ANN may chose any feature map configuration but

has to consider that this configuration remains constánt. The GCS feature

map is strictly built out of simplex figures but can alter this configuration

depending on the information that it has to learn.

5.2 Network dynamics

Before training takes place the reference vectors of the eens in the feature map S are

initialized randomly. During training the successive adaptations of the feature map can be

described in four steps:

0) Choose an input pattern E Vand present it to the ANN.

1) Determine the best-matching unit (bmu) for the current input pattern.
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2) Increase matching at the bmu and its topological neighbours by adapting

their reference vectors towards the current input pattern.

3) Repeat step 0 to 2 until a constant number of Ndis input patterns is presented

to the ANN. Steps 0 to 2 together form the so called redistribution phase.

4) Insert a new cell near that place in the feature map where it is needed

most.

5) Delete a cell if it has a significant small probability of being bmu.

6) repeat step 0 to 5 until a certain criterion is reached.

ad 0) Usually the input patterns are presented to the ANN in a fixed randomly generated

sequence.

ad 1) For the determination of the bmu exactly the same methods are used as for the

determination of bmu in the Kohonen network (see section 4.2).

ad 2) In contrast to Kohonen's model all network parameters are constant. Even the

width of the neighbourhood around the winning cell bmu (=best matching unit) where

adaptation takes place is constant, because bmu and only its direct neighbours are adapted

according to

WbmJ.. t+1) =wbmJ.. t) +T'\bmu* (x( t) -wbmu( t))

Wnb( t+1) =wnb( t) +T'\nb*(x( t) -Wnb(t))

(8)

(9)

Whereby Wbllll/ and W nb denote the prototype vectors of bmu and its neighbours respec

tively. The parameters T'\bmu and T'\nb denote the constant adaption rate of the bmu and its

neighbours respectively.

ad 4) To determine the position in the feature map where new cells should be inserted

the concept of a resource is introduced [Fritzke, 1993A]. Every cell ci has a resource 'ti

and new cells are always inserted near the cell with the highest resource value. Freshly

inserted cells get a part of the resource of their neighbours so that in the long run the

resources are evenly distributed among all cells.
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Every application of an input pattern causes an increase of the resource variabie 'tbmu of

the bnw. Choices for the resources examined so far are:

the summed quantization error between a reference vector and the pattern
vectors mapped to it. By using this resource, the quantization error between

the prototypes and the input data mapped to it of all cens is minimized.

the number of times a cell was bmu. By using this resource the probability

function P(x) of the input data is approximated.

A new cen nc is inserted after a constant number Ndis (e.g. 100) of adaptation steps (see

section 4.2). For this purpose the cen hl' with the highest resource value is determined.

Then the edge between hl' and the neighbour In deviating most from hl' is split by

inserting the new cen nc. See figure 5.1.
hr

GGGm~IÄ~
A B c D E F

Figure 5.1, Example of the first insertion of a new node in the feature map:

a) initial map, b) aftel' Ndis inplltvectors node hl' is determined, c)

node In is determined, d) edge between hl' and In is split and new

node nc is inserted, e) further edges are added to obtain avalid

construction again, j) resldting map. (The celis in the feature map

are represented by solid circles and the neighbourhood relations

between them by lines).

The reference vector wnc of the new cell is updated according to

't
wnc = wltr + Y * (wjiI - W'If) with y= fn

't fn +'thI
(10)

The local resource of the new cen nc should be initialized with a certain non-zero value.

IF .oldl_IF !lewl
L A nel4l old A 'th A.,.. = ~ ~ .,.~ld't nc= lol't.;, 'ti ='ti -lol't i , Wl U., .,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ IFiOldl ~
i ENne ~

(11)

whereby IF i I is the n-dimensional volume of the Voronoi region Fi• The Voronoi region

is defined and calculated in the following manner:
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Let A be divided into a number of voronoi regions F; (i EA) in such a way

that every region Fi consists of the locations having the common nearest
reference vector wi belonging to cell Ci (see figure 5.2). This is known as

Voronoi tessellation. The computation of the Voronoi tessellation is very
difficult for dimensions > 2. It is therefore suggested by Fritzke [Fritzke,

1992] to replace the Voronoi region Fe with a n-dimensional hypercube

with a side length Je equal to the mean of all edges emanating from c.

For the AEP problem with large dimensionality (e.g. n=300) the result of

the mentioned volume calculation would be so huge that during simulations

an overflow error occurs. Therefore instead of the volume of Fc , only the

mean edge Je should be regarded, so in this research IFe I= Ic'

a) b)

Figure 5.2, Voronoi Tessel1ation of a two dimensional cell structure:

a) The initial for and b) after the fiTst insertion of a new cello (The cells in

the feature map are represenred by solid circles, the neighbourhood

relations by thin lines between them and the borders of the voronoi regions

by thick lines)

ad 5) To detect clusters of similar prototypes it is necessary to delete superfluous cells.

A cell can be regarded superfluous if it has a low probability of being BMU. Alocal

estimate Pi of the probability density near wi is

(12)
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whereby h; is the relative resource value defined by

(13)

The cell Ci for which the following holds

(14)

should be removed, with Pdel some arbitrary threshold.

Figure 5.3, Feature map where the cel! r marked with a circle has a'Pr below Pdel and

thereJore should be rem0 ved.

Assume a cell r has a Pr for which (14) holds and thus should be removed. Evidently

when r is deleted all edges 1 10 7 have to be removed also (see figure 5.3). Yet then still

no valid4 feature map emerges (see figure 5.3).

4 A feature map is considcred valid if it is built out of strictly trianglcs.
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Figure 5.4, Feature map after cel! rand its edges are removed: an invalid structure

remains.

To get again a valid GCS structure edges 8 to 11 and cel1s a and P have to be removed.

The network detects and removes superfluous eeUs by visiting all the former neighbours

of r. Every neighbour is checked for being member of a triangle. If an edge is not a

member of any triangle, the edge is removed. This way edges 8,9 and 11 can be detected

as superfluous and thus deleted (see figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5, Feature map after cel! rand other cel!s are removed resulting in a valid

structure which means that the connection scheme of the feature map is

such that it comprises only triangular planes.

Instead of deleting other edges around r (deletion method) new edges could be inserted

(insertion method) to get avalid structure as shown in figure 5.6. It is however not evident

which configuration in figure 5.6 is the best one to choose without applying some

'selection criteria'. Also it is not clear what benefits or disadvantages the insertion method

has in comparison with the applied deletion method besides that the latter is much more

simple to implement. Further investigation into these methods is therefore needed.
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Figure 5.6, Two different valid feature maps, after cel! r is removed, obtained by inser

tion of new edges.

ad 6) Depending on the context in which the GCS ANN is implemented, different

criterions can be used to stop the training process. Some examples are:

the exceeding of a threshold by the number of cells in the feature

map,

the mean resource of all cells that decreases below a certain

threshold.

5.3 Toy Problem

Prior to the simulations with ABP patterns, the GCS ANN was investigated for solving a

much less complicated problem. A problem of which the solution is exactly known. Such

a problem is also called a toy problem. The toy problem used here was presented in

[Fritzke, 1991B] and is useful for the following three reasons:

During the development of the GCS ANN the toy problem proved to be a

valuable tooI to test newly added software features. Because the two

software implementations used for the toy problem and the ABP problem

share the same 'e-sourcefiles.

A fast insight is gained of the effect of parameter setting alterations because

the feature map of the toy problem can be shown on screen on-line.

Understanding the way GCS solves the 2-dimensional toy problem helps to

understand the solving potentiaI for the higher dimensional ABP problem.
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Figure 5.7, Positions of the two-dimensional input vectors (represented by dots) of the
toy problem. Note the density is twice as high in the cross-shaped area than

in the other areas.

The software that implements the toy problem generates 2-dimensional inputvectors (see

figure 5.7) randomly and arranges them in an array. The distribution of the input vectors is

comprised of six simple geometrical areas. The distribution function of the input vectors is

uniform inside these areas and zero outside. Note that in the cross-shaped area the density

is twice as high than in the other areas. The feature map of the GCS ANN initially

contains three cells of which the neighbourhood connections are arranged in a triangle (see

figure 5.8).

The input vectors are then presented cyclically to the ANN. The number of cells in the

feature map grows because new cells are inserted each time Ndis input vectors have been

presented. Also some superfluous cells are deleted and consequently clusters of cells are

formed in the feature map. This process continues till the number of cells in the feature

map reaches MaxGCSCells.

D

D

o

Figure 5.8, Feature map with the initial network configuration: a triangle. Also the

outlines of areas containing the input data is shown.

Because the toy problem is two dimensional the positions of the cells in the feature map

can be chosen equal to the corresponding prototype. The software can make the feature
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map visible on screen. Therefore all insertions and deletions of cells and the adaptations

of prototypes can be followed on-line by the user.

During one run of the toy problem solvation, hardcopies of the screen were made (see

figure 5.9). Besides the feature map, in each stage also the outlines are drawn of the

areas in which the inputvectors lay. The other lines denote the connection between cells.

The cells itself are not shown with exception of those cells that were removed in the next

stage.

The prototypes in the feature map and the mapped input data should match as close as

possible. This is achieved when every cell in the feature map has the same probability

being bmu for the current input pattern.

To acquire a uniform distribution the relative frequency of input vectors which a certain

cell receives is taken into account. In other words the resource used for modelling to a

certain distribution should be applied (see section 5.2).

During simulations the threshold value Pde1 , controlling the deletion of superfluous cells

(see (14) ) appeared as a very valuable but sensitive network parameter. As already stated

in section 5.2 if (14) holds for a cell cr that cell has to be removed.

When Pde1 is not set right the following two situations can occur:

Situation A) Pde1 is chosen too small: Too few cells are deleted so clusters, separated by

low density regions, are not recognized as such (see figure 5.10).

Situation B) Pde1 is ehosen too large: The number of deleted eells becomes at a certain

moment greater than that of inserted cells and thus the feature map will be

deleted.

The values of Pde1 for which these situations occur depend on the input data, the resource

't that is used and the rate Ndis at which new cells are inserted. Specially the relation bet

ween the properties of the input data and Pde1 should be investigated. The results of this

investigation will determine the applicability of the deletion capability of the GCS ANN

for the real AEP problem.
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a)

Figure 5.9,

b)

c)

Feature maps of multiple stages in the solving of the toy problem.

a) and b) show a few important deletion of ceUs. Through the

deletion of these ceUs the known-to-be clusters become dis

junct. c) shows the endresult where the feature map consists

of 400 ceUs. (Simulation parameters: Randomlntervaf=8,

Resource=distribution, MaxGCSCeLLs=400, N,/j.=100, 11bmu =0.1,

11nb =0.002, Pd~I=0.30).

5
This is a parameter controlling the overall density of the input data set.
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During simulations with the toy problem it became clear that the deletion feature of GCS

only worked weIl when enough ceIls (e.g. 100 or more) are available. Otherwise even with

the ideaIly defined toy problem no clusters could be found or worse situation B occurred.

It was however not possible for the application of the AEP problem to use more than 100

ceIls. So the deletion feature of GCS could not be investigated for the AEP problem.

For the toy problem the areas containing the input vectors are separated by relatively large

distances with zero density. It seems that these 'unnatural' data set properties are the main

reasons why clusters are found in the first place. However, it is very unlikely that

representative AEP sets contain also such low density areas in their data space. Further

investigation of the operation of the deletion mechanism is therefore needed before any

solid statement can be made about the application of the deletion capabilities of GCS to

the AEP problem.

I~

+
Figure 5.10, Resultillg feature map of the toy problem with a Pdcl chosell tOD smal!

(Situatioll A )
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6 Simulations

In this section the results of simulations of the GCS ANN on a personal computer

(386DX33 with 4Mb) are presented.

The reasons for performing the simulations were two-fold:
- To find those network parameter settings for which the ANN performs best

for the detection of peak Pa of an auditory evoked potential.

- To investigate the solving potentialof the network for the AEP problem as

a whoie.

The input data applied to the ANN consisted of 187 AEPs measured from 25 patients

undergoing cardiac surgery. Each AEP was sampled at 5000 Hz. The length of an AEP is

90 ms so the pattern consists of 450 samples. For every pair of test pattern and cor

responding prototype the difference between their latencies, the desired and ac/ual
latencies respectively, is determined. The actual latency is considered correct if the

desired latency (scored by a human expert) differs less then lO samples (=2 ms) from it.

This allowed error tolerance comes from the fact that if two different human experts

identify latencies of peak Pa there is a mean variance of about 2 ms.

Before AEP patterns are presented to the GCS ANN they have to undergo some

preprocessing. First the DC-offset of each pattern is eliminated. Then irrelevant samples,

that are superfluous to estimate the latency of peak Pa, are removed. In this case this

means that the first 10 ms and last 20 ms can be neglected. Finally all AEP patterns are

normalized in amplitude.

The peiformance of the ANN is defined as the ability to estimate the latency of peak Pa.

The performance is estimated using K-Fold-Cross-validation. This means the AEP

patterns are randomly divided into K groups each existing of a train and test set of AEPs,

such that every pattern is inc1uded in exactly one test set. Then the ANN is trained with

the patterns of K trainsets and tested each time with the patterns of the corresponding test

sets.

For all the simulations performed in this research K= 10 is chosen. After a simulation

each measured and desired latency, of the train patterns and their corresponding
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prototypes respectively, are available. For these latencies the so called linear correlation

coejjicient or just correlation coejjicient ris calculated. The correlation coefficient

estimates the extent to which the actual and desired latencies support alinear relation and

is defined as

(15)

where d and a denote the desired and actuallatency respectively. According to Taylor

[Taylor, 1982] the evidence for d and a being linearly correlated for 187 measurements is

highly significant if r> 0.8.

The performance of the GCS ANN is measured as the percentage of latencies of the

AEPs in the test set that is estimated correct (desired and actual latency differ less than 2
ms).

The stop criterion used for the performed simulations is the exceeding of a threshold by

the number of cells in the feature map.

In total three different simulations have been performed:

- Simulation 1: Network parameter "blllu is varied for different stop criteria. The

purpose of this simulations was to find the optimum setting for "blllu.

- Simulation 2: Network parameter "nb is varied for different stop criteria. Just as

for simulation 1: the purpose is to find a optimum setting.

- Simulation 3: Network parameter Ndis is varied for different stop criteria. The

purpose of this simulation was to investigate the influence of Ndis on the

behaviour/performance of the network.

Every simulation was repeated 5 times. In the following the mean resultf of these

simulations will be discussed. The data is presented graphically in this section. The

numerical data can be found in appendix A. For all simulations the stop criteria used are:

36, 49, 64 and 81 maximum cells in the feature map.

Simulation 1:

The results of simulation 1 can be seen in figure 6.1. Parameter "bmu is varied and set

out on the x-axis. On the y-axis the performance of the GCS ANN is set out. As can be

6
For every result value 50 (Repeal=5, K=lO) feature maps had 10 be lrained.
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seen it seems GCS performs best for "bmu =0.3.
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Figure 6.1, SinlUlarion 1 result : lafency scoring af varying "bmu for different stop

criteria. 171e ciphers in fhe sl,ings in fhe legenda denOIe fhe n"ui",,,,,, alloll"ed mI/liber ofce/Is in lhe fealure map

(=SlOp clilerion).

Simulation 2:

The result of simu1ation 2 is presented in figure 6.2. Parameter "nb is varied and set out

on the x-axis. On the y-axis the performance of the GCS ANN is set out. It seems the

setting of "nb is not critica1 because the scoring results remain rather stab1e through out

the simu1ation, provided "nb is kept be10w 0.5.
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Figure 6.2, Results of Simulation 2: latency scoring for a varying "nb for different stop
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Simulation 3:
In simulation 3 the number of presented patterns Ndis during the redistribution phase is

varied (see figure 6.3) and set out on the x-axis. On the y-axis the performance of the

GCS ANN is set out. Almost no decrease of the performance can be noticed except for

values of Ndis below 10.
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Figure 6.3, Simulation 3: latency scoring for a varying Ndisfor different stop criteria.
TI,e cipilers in I/Ie sllings in Ilze legenda tlenole Iile marilllllm alloll'pd nI/mber ofce"s in Iile fealure map (=slop clilelion).
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From all the simulations it can be conc1uded that if the stop criterion c.q. the maximum
number of cells in the feature map is increased the performance does also.

As an example in figure 6.4 the feature map of a trained GCS ANN that learned with

Ndis = 10 is given.

I I I I I I
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Figure 6.4, Feature map of results of trainingsession with Ndis=lO and MaxGCSCells=
49. 7111' cipllers in 1111' sltings in 1111' legenda denOIe Ille I7ICnil7ll1171 alloll'ed nlll7lber of cells in Ille fea/llre l7Iap (=Slop

clilelion).

In figure 6.5 the correlation factors r (see Equation 15) of the results of simulation 1 are

shown as proof of the fact that when an ANN is trained with Ndis = 10 the correlation

coefficient r (see (15» is highly significant. Parameter "bmu is varied and set out on the

x-axis. On the y-axis r is set out. As can be seen ris highly significant for "bmu =0.3.

Notice that not only the performance improves for an increasing number of cells also does

the correlation coefficient.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

For this research a Growing Cell Structures (GCS) ANN is implemented in an already
existing environment that simulated a Kohonen ANN. GCS provides a fIexible feature

map instead of the fixed map of the original Kohonen ANN. Due to that feature map

GCS is capable of Incremental Learning (lL).

Primarily for validation purposes a toy problem was applied to the newly implemented

GCS. This toy problem also proved to be a valuable tooI to examine the effects of

network parameter manipulations, because alterations of the feature map are visible on
line.

The network parameters controlling the learning process of GCS can be set within a wide
Bsafe range. The only exception is the parameter controlling the deletion of ceIls, because

an erroneous setting of this parameter can cause the network to implode. By the deletion

of cells in the feature map clusters can be found and the ability to detect such clusters

could be desired in the nearby future. To investigate this deletion feature of GCS,

experiments indicated that more than 100 cells are needed in the feature map. But due to

computer memory shortcomings simulations could not be performed with such amounts of

cells and thus this phenomenon could not be investigated.

The learning process of GCS is very Jast compared to a Funnelnetwork or an ART ANN.

Consequently optimal settings for the network can easily be accomplished simply by

performing many simulations, each time at slightly different parameter setting. Also GCS

is much Iess complex and therefore easier to comprehend and manipulate.

GCS scored not better then 58 % of the latencies within 2 ms using 81 cells. However,

from simulations a trend can be observed indicating an improvement of the scoring when
the number of celIs is increased.

The explicit prove that GCS is capable of incremental learning (IL) is not given in this

research. The behaviour of the network however is very stabIe and predictable. Further

more the procedure, with which GCS ANN manipulates its cells during the training
process, is in fact a simple version of IL. No serious problems can thus be expected when

GCS is upgraded to an ANN with genuine IL.
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7.2 Recommendations

- The IL capability still has to be implemented explicitly into the GCS ANN.

- The promising trend indicating that when the number of cells is increased also the

performance raises, should be investigated.

- The mechanisms behind the cell-deleting capability of GCS should be investigated

in order to apply this capability to the AEP problem succesfully.
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Appendix A
Tables containing numerical data of simulations

Table A-i, Latency scorings of simulation i

Parameter settings

Resource Distribution

MaxGCSCells -
Ndis 10

EtaBMU -
EtaNeighbour 0.05
alfaGB 0.5

varied Parameter Results (Scoring of peak Pa within 2 fiS)

MaxGCSCells etaBMU MEAN (%) VARIANCE

0.01 36 2

0.1 47 5
36 0.3 48 5

0.6 46 3
0.9 43 2

0.01 43 3
0.1 48 4

49 0.3 49 3
0.6 49 1
0.9 48 2

0.01 42 3
0.1 50 3

64 0.3 51 4
0.6 53 2
0.9 50 4

0.01 42 4
0.1 51 3

81 0.3 56 3
0.6 55 2
0.9 53 5
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Table A-2, Latency scorings of simulation 2

Parameter settings

Resource Distribution

MaxGCSCells -
Ndis 10

EtaBMU 0.3

EtaNeighbour -
alfaGB 0.5

varied Parameter Results (Scoring of peak Pa within 2 ms)

MaxGCSCells etaNeighbour MEAN (%) VARIANCE

0.001 47 4.3

0.005 44 4.6

36 0.01 46 4.2

0.05 45 4.7

0.1 46 1.62

0.001 50 3.2

0.005 49 2.1

49 0.01 50 1.48

0.05 51 3.2

0.1 46 3.8

0.001 49 2.6

0.005 52 2.3

64 0.01 49 2.4

0.05 50 2.8

0.1 48 3.4

0.001 53 2.7

0.005 50 3.4

81 0.01 50 2.7

0.05 50 4.9

0.1 46 2.7
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Table A-3, Larency scorings of simularion 3

Parameter settings

Resource Distribution

MaxGCSCells -
Ndis 10

EtaBMU -
EtaNeighbour 0.05

alfaGB 0.5

varied Parameter Results (Scoring of peak Pa within 2 ms)

MaxGCSCells Ndis MEAN (%) VARIANCE

5 43 3.0

36 10 49 3.7

50 49 1.94

100 48 1.98

5 50 2.4

49 10 49 1.79

50 51 2.4

100 51 2.5

5 50 2.2

64 10 50 1.98

50 53 4.3

100 52 2.5

5 54 1.03

81 10 53 1.16
50 56 2.6

100 54 4.5
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Ta,bie A-4, correlation coefficients from iafencies scorings of simuiation 1

Parameter settings

Resource Dislribulion

MaxGCSCells -
Ndis -
ElaBMU 0.3

ElaNeighbour 0.05

alfaGB 0.5

varied Parameter Results (Iinear corre1alion coefficient r)

MaxGCSCells elaBMU r VARIANCE

0.01 0.79 0.03

0.1 0.79 0.03

36 0.3 0.82 0.02

0.6 0.81 0.02

0.9 0.76 0.02

0.01 0.78 0.05

0.1 0.80 0.02

49 0.3 0.84 0.02

0.6 0.83 0.02

0.9 0.83 0.03

0.01 0.79 0.05

0.1 0.83 0.02

64 0.3 0.84 0.02

0.6 0.86 0.02

0.9 0.84 0.03

0.01 0.79 0.03

0.1 0.82 0.03

81 0.3 0.85 0.02

0.6 0.86 0.02

0.9 0.86 0.02
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